CAMERA "L" MOUNT PER DETAIL

PELCO PA102 MOUNTING BRACKET

BAND-IT STRAPS

MODIFIED NEMA TYPE 3R TERMINAL CABINET. SEE STD. DWG. SL-270-1 FOR SPECS.

COBRA HEAD STYLE LUMINAIRE ARM

TYPICAL LUMINAIRE ARM MOUNT

18"

WELDED END CAP

3" WELDED END CAP

1-1/2" NPT NIPPLE X 3" LONG

2" Ø ALUMINUM PIPE

(8)3/4" BOLT HOLES AT 45 DEGREES

6" OUTSIDE Ø

3/8" THICK PLATE X 6" DIAM.

4-3/4" O.C.

PLATE DETAIL

PELCO PA 102 MOUNTING BRACKET

(4) 1/4" PRE-PRESSED BOLTS

PRE-DRILLED 2" DIA HOLE

MOUNTING BRACKET DETAIL

VIDEO CAMERA MOUNT — LUMINAIRE ARM DETAIL
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